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1. INTRODUCTION 
If the order g of a finite group G is divisible by pr but no higher power of 
the prime p, then the classical theorems of Sylow [A assert that there are 
subgroups of order p+‘, the Sylow p-subgroups, forming a single conjugate 
class in G, and that the number of these, 1z9 is of the form ng = 1 + kp 
for some integer k >, 0. If G is solvable, it was shown by P. Hall [5] that n, 
is a product of factors of the form qt, where q is a prime and qt E 1 (mod p). 
For a simple group X the number sp of Sylow p-subgroups need not be of 
this form. It is shown in this paper (Theorem 2.2) that the number n, of 
Sylow p-subgroups in any finite group G is a product of factors of the form (I) 
sp , where there is a simple group X with s, Sylow p-subgroups and (2) a 
power qt of a prime q, where qt = 1 (modp), and that an arbitrary product 
of factors of these two kinds is the n, of some finite group. Thus the rz=‘s 
form a semigroup. A quotient of two 11,‘s which is an integer need not be 
an np, , since LF(2.7) has eight Sylow 7-subrgoups and A, has 120 Sylow 
7-subgroups, but no group has 15 Sylow 7-subgroups, a fact proved 
in Theorem 3.1. 
Any odd number may be the number of Sylow 2-subgroups in a finite 
group. But for every prime p > 2, not every integer it = 1 (mod p) is the n, 
of a finite group. In particular Theorem 3.2 shows that there is no finite 
group with n, = 22, n6 = 21, or n, = 1 + 3p for p > 7. As with so many 
questions, the mysterious part as to the possible values for a9 lies in the study 
of the finite simple groups. 
2. THE NUMBER OF SYLOW SUBGROWS IN A GROUP 
If a group Gi has nr Sylow p-subgroups and a group Gs has n, Sylow 
p-subgroups, then the direct product Gr @ G, has nrns Sylow p-subgroups, 
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namely the direct products of the Sylow p-subgroups in Gi with those of 
G, . Hence the integers n, for which there exists a group G with tip Sylow 
p-subgroups form a semigroup. We know that n, f 1 (modp) ([4], p. 49, 
but not every integer congruent to one modulo p is an np . 
Let q be a prime different from p and let t be an exponent such that 
qt = 1 (mod p). Then the linear substitutions x ---f xm + b over GF(qt) with 
m :fi 0, b elements of GF(qt) form a group G of order qt(qt - 1). The additive 
subgroup x + x + b is elementary Abelian of order qt and normal in G. The 
multiplicative group x -+ xm is cyclic of order qt - 1. Here, as p j qt - 1, 
a Sylow p-subgroup S(p) will have the multiplicative subgroup in its normal- 
izer, and we can easily show that this is its complete normalizer. Thus 
1 No(p) 1 = qt - 1 and [G : No(p)] = qt, whence G has qt Sylowp-subgroups 
Hence prime powers qt congruent to one modulop are among the numbers n, . 
It has been shown by Philip Hall [5] that only products of such prime powers 
arise as n9 for a solvable group. Other values may arise in simple groups, as 
for example 12s = 6 in A, . Thus the totality of rip’s includes numbers which 
are products of two kinds of numbers: (I) sp , the number of Sylow p-sub- 
groups in a simple group X, and (2) qt, where q is a prime and qt -2 1 (mod p). 
We shall show here that these are all the possible values for n, . 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G have a normal subgroup K, and let P be a Sylow p-sub- 
group of G. Then K n P is a Sylow p-subgroup of K and PK/K is a Sy low 
p-subgroup of G/K. 
Proof. As P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G it is a fort&i a Sylow p-subgroup 
of P u K = PK. Since Ka G, then K r\ P 4 P and by the isomorphism 
theorem PKjK z P/K n P. Hence if P/K n P is of order p7 and K n P) 
is of order p8, then P is of order pris and PK/K is a subgroup of G/K of 
order pr and K n P is a subgroup of K of order ps. Since pr+s is the highest 
power of p dividing the order of G it follows that PK/K is a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G/K and K n P is a Sylow p-subgroup of K. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G have a normal subgroup K and let P be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G. Then ifn, is the number of Sylow p-subgroups in G, n, = a,b,c, 
where a, is the number of Sylow p-subgroups in G/K, b, is the number of 
Sylow p-subgroups in K and cg is the number of Sylow p-subgroups in 
NPK(P n K)/P n K. 
Proof. By the second Sylow theorem ([4], p. 45) n, = [G : No(P)]. Now, 
as K is normal in G, No(PK) 1 No(P) K 1 No(P). Hence 
np = [G : No(P)] = [G : No(PK)] [Na(PK) : No(P)]. (2.1) 
In the factor group H = G/K, P* = PK/K is a Sylowp-subgroup and in G 
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the inverse image of N&P*) is Nc(PK). But for u4, the number of Sylow 
p-subgroups in H = G/H we have a, = [H : N&P*)] = [G : N,(PK)]. 
Thus from 2.1, 
n, = U,[NG(PK) : N,(P)]. (2.2) 
NOW P is a Sylow p-subgroup of PK which is therefore of index prime to 
p in NG(PK). Hence the number of Sylow p-subgroups in No(PK) is the 
same as the number of Sylow p-subgroups in PK. This means 
[NG(pK) : h(p)] = [PK : NPK(p)], (2.3) 
and so substituting in (2.2), 
n, = a,[PK : NJ&P)]. (2.4) 
As K is normal in G and N&P) 3 P, we have 
P u (NpK(P) n K) = NpK(P) n (P u K) = NpK(P), 
Pn(N&P)nK)=PnK, (2.5) 
where the first of these is an application of the modular law and the second 
is trivial. As NpK(P) n K u NpK(P), it follows that 
[NpK(P) : K n NpK(P)] = [P : P n Kj 
and, from (2.3, that 
[NpK(p) : P] = [K n NpK(P) : P n Kj. (2.6) 
Also, since [PK : P] = [K : P n K], we have 
[PK : N~K(P)] = [K : K n N&P)]. (2.7) 
If an element y E K, y E PK and y-lPy = P then 
Thus 
y-l(P n K) y = y-‘Py n y-lKy = P n K. 
N,(PnK)=KnNpdPnK)>KnNpdP) P-8) 
and so 
[K : K n NpK(P)] = [K : NK(P n K)] [K n N&P n K) : K n N,,(P)]. 
(2.9) 
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Here [K : N,(P n K)] = b, is the number of Sylow p-subgroups in K. 
Substituting from (2.7) and (2.9) into (2.6), we have 
np = a,b,[K n NpK(P n K) : K n NPK(P)] = a,b,c, . (2.10) 
Let us write G1 = NpK(P n K). As K is normal in G, 
Thus 
Gl = NpK(P n K) 2 NpK(P) 2 P. 
G,uK=N,,(P)uK=PuK=PK. 
By the normality of K, 
[PK:K]=[Gl:G,nK]=[Np~P):Np~P)nK]=[P:PnK]. 
(2.11) 
From this it follows that 
[PK : Gl] = [K : Gl n K], [G, : NpK(P)] = [G, n K : N,,(P) n K] 
[NpK(P) : P] = [NpK(P) n K : P n K]. (2.12) 
In particular, 
c,=[KnNp~PnK):KnNp~P)]=[GlnK:Np~PnK)] 
= [G, : NH#‘)] = [Gl: N,,(p)], (2.13) 
where since N&P) C Gi it follows that NpK(P) = NC,(P). Thus cg is the 
number of Sylow p-subgroups in G1 . Since P n K is a p-group normal in 
Gr = NpK(P n K), it is contained in every Sylow p-subgroup of Gr , and so 
the number c, of Sylow p-subgroups in G1 is the same as the number of 
Sylow p-subgroups in G,/P n K = NpK(P n K)/P n K. This completes the 
proof of our theorem. 
We can now .give an exact description of the number of Sylow p-sub- 
groups in any group. 
THEOREM 2.2. The number nt) of Syiow p-subgroups S(p) in a Jinite group G 
is the product of factors of the following two kinds: (1) the number s,, of Sylow p 
subgroups in a simple group X; and (2) a prime power qt where qt = I (mod p). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the order of G, the theorem being 
trivial if G is a p-group or of order prime to p. If G is simple there is nothing 
to prove as this is part (1) of the theorem. Hence we may suppose that G 
has a proper normal subgroup K. From Theorem 2.1, tip = a,b,c, where a, 
is the number of Sylow p-subgroups in G/K, b, is the number of Sylow 
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p-subgroups in K and cP is the number of Sylow p-subgroups in 
NPK(P n K)/P n K where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If all three of these 
groups are of order less than G, then the theorem follows by induction. K and 
G/K are certainly of order less than G and so we must consider the case in 
which G = NPK(P n K)/P n K. Here P n K = 1, which means that K 
is a PI-group (i.e., of order prime to p) and also G C PK whence G = PK 
and so G/Kg P. Here if 1 P 1 = pr with r > 1 let PI be a subgroup of P 
of order pr-l and so maximal and normal in P. If we now take Kl = KP, , 
we have Kl 4 G and P n Kl = PI 3 1 and in application of Theorem 2.1 
all three groups are of order less than G and our theorem holds by induction. 
We are left to consider cases in which P is of order p, and K Q G 
with [G : K] = p, K ap’-group. 
Let P = (a) with UP = 1, and let a : x -+ a-%a = xa be the automorphism 
of K induced by conjugation by the element a. If x E NpIy(P) n K, then 
x-~(u-~xu) = (x-la-lx) a E P n K = 1, and so X-~U-~XU = 1, a-lxu = x. 
Thus NpK(P) n K = F where F = Fa is the subgroup of K fixed 
by the automorphism a. Here NpK(P) = PF. If PK has rr,S(p)‘s then 
nP = [PK : PF] = [K : FJ Hence if the order of K is q;‘qp *** 9:’ and the 
order of F is qp& **. &, then 
and we must show qii-f+ = 1 (mod p) for i = l,..., Y. Let Qi be 
a Sylow qi-subgroup of F. If Q1 is a Sylow qi-subgroup of K then 
qc*--f* = 1 E 1 (modp) an d we have the desired result. Suppose Qr is not a 
Sylow pi-subgroup of F (including the possibility Qr = 1). Then there is a 
group Q* such that [Q* : QJ = qi and Qr d Q*, and so [Ng(Q1) : QJ = 0 
(mod qi). Now if y-lQry = Qr , then since Q1” = Q1 it follows that 
(y”)-l Q~JP = Q, and we conclude that NK(Qi)(( = NK(QJ. Now any sub- 
group H of K, including K itself which admits the automorphism a, has a 
Sylow pi-subgroup which admits a, since the number of SH(qi)‘s (Sylow 
qi-subgroups of H) is a divisor of the order of H and so not a multiple of p. 
As the automorphism a permutes the Sn(qi)‘s that it does not iix in cycles of 
length p, there must be at least one that a fixes. 
In this way we may find a chain of q,-subgroups, Qr C Q2 C *** C Q8 , 
in which each Qj is a Sylow qi-subgroup of NK(Qj-1) and each Q, is fixed by a, 
and finally Q8 = Q is a Sylow qi-subgroup of K. Since Qr is a Sylow qi 
subgroup of F, the group fixed by a, there can be no larger subgroup of Q 
iixed by a, and so the q;’ - d ‘ e 1 ements of Q - Q, are permuted in cycles of 
length p, whence 9:’ - & 3 0 (modp) and so &-jr = 1 (modp), as we 
wished to prove. This completes the proof of our theorem. 
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3. IMPOSSIBLE VALUES FOR n, 
If p = 2 then every odd prime q satisfies q s 1 (mod 2) and so by Theorem 
2.2 every odd number n is an ns . More directly we may observe that if n is 
any odd number the dihedral group of order 2n has n S(2)‘s. But for every 
other prime p, there are numbers n E 1 (modp) that are not n,‘s. 
THEOREM 3.1. If n = 1 + rp, zuith 1 < T < (p + 3)/2 there is not a 
group G with nS(p)‘s unless n = qt where q is a prime, OY Y = (p - 3)/2 and 
p > 3 is a Fermat prime. 
Proof. Since 1 < Y <p, we cannot have 
n = 1 + rp = (1 + rd) (1 + yzp) = n,n, 
with n1 > 1, n2 > 1. Hence by Theorem 2.2 if there is a group with 
1 + rpS(p)‘s we either have 1 + rp = qt or 1 + rp is the number of S@)‘s 
in a simple group X. Consider the case of a simple group X with 1 + rp S(p)‘s. 
The representation of X on cosets of No(p) is on 1 + rp < p2 letters. Here the 
representation of S(p) is on orbits of length p or 1 and so S@) is elementary 
Abelian. If an S(p) is of order p2 or greater, if two distinct S(p)‘s are P, and P, 
then the number of conjugates of P2 under P1 is [P1 : P1 CA P,] < 1 + rp < p2. 
Hence [P, : P1 n P,] = p. Hence any two S(p)‘s have a nontrivial inter- 
section and as they are Abelian it follows from a theorem of Brodkey [3] 
that all S(p)‘s have a common nontrivial intersection I’. But then 1 C V 4 X, 
contrary to the fact that X is simple. Hence s(p) is of order p. 
Hence if g is the order of X, g is divisible by exactly the first power of p. 
By Brauer and Reynolds ([2], Th eorem 2*), either Y = (p - 3)/2 where 
p = 2” + 1 > 3 is a Fermat prime and XrLF(2,29 or Y has a represen- 
tation 
Y=== 
hup + u2 + u + h 
u+l (3-l) 
with integers h > 0, u > 0. But as Y > hup/(u + 1) > hp/2 and 
r<(p+3)f2wemusthaveh=l.Ifh=landu>2then 
Y>------ up +u>2p+2>P+3 
u+l ‘3 -- 2 
Here h = 1 and u = 1 give Y = (p + 3)/2. Hence with Y < (p + 3)/2 the 
representation is not possible. This proves our theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. There is no group G with ns = 22, with n6 = 21, OY with 
n,=1+3pforp>l. 
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Proof. We prove the statements of the Theorems in reverse order. For 
p 3 7 1 < 3 < (p + 3)/2 and Theorem 3.1 is applicable. Now 
1 + 3p E 0 (mod 2) and so if 1 + 3p is a prime power, it is 
a power of 2. Suppose 1 + 3p = 2t. Then t must be even. With t = ZF, 
22* - 1 = 3p = (2a - 1) (2” + 1). Here 2” - 1 = 1 or 3 and so s = 1 or 2. 
But 22 - 1 = 3 and 2* - 1 = 3.5. Hence 2t is of the form 1 + 3p only 
when p = 5. Thus Theorem 3.1 tells us that there is no group with 
n, = 1 + 3p for p > 7. 
Suppose there is a group G with n5 = 21. From Theorem 2.2 this is only 
possible if there is a simple group G with 21S(5)‘s. The representation of G 
on N(5) = No(S(5)) is on 21 letters and so S(5) is represented on orbits of 
1 and 5 letters and so is elementary Abelian. By Brodkey [3] if the order of 
S(5) is 52 or greater then all S(5) ‘s h ave a common non-trivial intersection 
which is normal in G, contrary to the simplicity of G. Hence S(5) is of order 5. 
Then ] N(5) 1 = 5qw, where q = 2 or 4 is the order of the automorphism 
induced in S(5) in N(5) and w is the order of a group V(5) centralizing S(5). 
By Brauer [I] the degrees zi of the irreducible ordinary characters in the 
principal block B,(5) divide q(l + rp) in this case 2 * 21 = 42 or 4 * 21 = 84 
and satisfy 
zi-S,=fl(modp) (3.2) 
for the q nonexceptional characters [i,..., &‘, including the identity characters 
II and 
z,-,= -&,qz &q(modp) (3.3) 
for the (p - 1)/q p-conjugate exceptional characters, if q # p - 1. If 
q = p - 1, the character <,, is not exceptional. 
sozz, + s,z, + -.* + s,z, = 0. (3.4) 
Here the 6’s are 3 1 and for i = l,..., q [@) = ai where b is a generator 
of S(p). As G is simple the only character of degree 1 is the identity character 
[r . For q = 2 the only divisors of 42 satisfying the conditions (3.2), (3.3) and 
(3.4) are 
s,z, = 1, 6,~s = 6, s,z, = - 7. (3.5) 
For q = 4 the only divisors of 84 satisfying the conditions are 
s,zs = 21, 
or 
s,z, = 1, s,z, = - 14, s,z, = - 14, S,z, = 6 
(3.6) 
s,z, = 21, S,Zl = 1, s,z, = - 14, t&z, = - 4, s*z* = - 4. 
(3.7) 
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Since in all three cases there is a character of degree less than 2p + 1 = 11, 
it follows from Lemma 4 of Stanton [6] that S(5) must be its own centralizer 
and so w = 1. Hence for ~7 = 2 the order of G is 21 . 10 = 210. But it is 
well known [4, p. 2041 that there is no simple group whose order if divisible 
by 2 but not by 4. Thus q = 2 is impossible. If q = 4, w = 1 then G is of 
order 420. But, from (3.6) or (3.7), G h as an irreducible character of degree 
21 and, since 212 = 441 > 420, this leads to a conflict, because the sum of 
the squares of the degrees of the irreducible characters of a group is its order. 
Hence there is no simple group with 21 S(5)‘s and so, from Theorem 2.2, 
no group with n5 = 21. 
Finally let us suppose there is a group G with ti3 = 22. Since 22 does not 
have a proper factorization of the form (1 + 3~) (1 + 3s) and is not a prime 
power, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that if there is such a group, then there 
is a simple group G with n, = 22. Here [G : N(3)] = 22. If there were a 
subgroup H with G 1 H 1 N(3) as 22 = 2 * 11, then either [G : H] = 2 
and His normal in G, contrary to the simplicity of G, or [H : N(3)] = 2 and 
N(3) is normal in H. This too is a conflict, since the normalizer of a Sylow 
subgroup is its own normalizer ([4], p. 46). Hence the representation of G 
on the 22 cosets of N(3) is primitive. Since 22 = 2 * 11 and 22 # a2 + 1, 
it follows from Wielandt [S] that a primitive group on 22 letters is doubly 
transitive. Here Gi the subgroup of G fixing a letter is N(3). As N(3) is 
transitive on 21 letters it follows that every orbit of S(3) on the 21 letters is of 
the same length. Hence every orbit length of S(3), being a power of 3 dividing 
21, is 3 and it follows that S(3) is elementary Abelian. If G permutes 1, 2,..., 
22, for each i = l,..., 22 there is exactly one S(3) fixing i. As the orbits are 
of length 3 the S(3) fixing i has a subgroup of index 3 fixing a further letter j, 
and so contained in the jth S(3). Hence if S(3) is of order 3t with t > 2 any 
two S(3)‘s have a non-trivial intersection and so by Brodkey [3] all S(3)‘s 
intersect in a group of order 3t-1, which is normal in G, a conflict since G is 
simple. Hence S(3) is of order 3. By Brauer [I], the degrees of the characters 
in the principal block B,(3) are divisors z,, , z2 of 2 * 22 = 44 such that 
1 + 6,s, + S,z, = 0. But no such degrees with z,, > 1, z2 > 1 exist. Hence 
we have reached a final conflict and conclude that there is no simple group 
with 22 S(3)‘s and so by Theorem 2.2, no group with all = 22. This finishes 
the proof of our theorem. 
We note in passing that A, has n6 = 6 and n3 = 10. Also n6 = 11 and 
n5 = 16 are prime powers, while ttg = 4, 7, 13, 16, 19 are prime powers and 
so, for p = 5 and p = 3, respectively, 21 and 22 are the smallest numbers 
n = 1 (modp) which are not n,‘s. 
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